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What is Resilience – Mental 

Toughness? 

Origins in sports psychology 

A collection of values, attitudes, 
behaviours, and emotions that enable you 
to persevere and overcome any obstacle, 
adversity, or pressure experienced, but 
also to maintain concentration and 
motivation when things are going well to 
consistently achieve your goals." 
(Gucciardi, Gordon, & Dimmock, 2008) 

The psychological strength to assist the 
individual to overcome and grow from 
challenges.  

  

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?q=mental+toughness&start=559&hl=en&tbo=d&biw=1024&bih=539&tbm=isch&tbnid=CCn6l1DvAZuiyM:&imgrefurl=http://crossfitfortis.ca/&docid=oNTy7rML74MPsM&imgurl=http://crossfitfortis.ca/wp-content/uploads/et_temp/Mental-Toughness-6541_224x206.jpg&w=224&h=206&ei=daATUc_dE8bOhAfKqYHwAg&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:64,s:500,i:196&iact=rc&dur=1052&sig=111133871110544264777&page=42&tbnh=164&tbnw=179&ndsp=13&tx=113&ty=55
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The quality which determines in some part how people deal 
with challenge, stressors and pressure.  

Very strong link between Mental Toughness issues like Stress 
Management and Peak Performance Development and 
behaviour - all interrelated.  

 

 

“Mental Toughness is the capacity for an 

individual to deal effectively with 
stressors, pressure and challenges and 
perform to the best of their abilities 
irrespective of the circumstances in 
which they find themselves” 

Dr Peter Clough (Developer of MTQ48) 
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Hard vs Soft Skills 

Profound bias in management and executive circles and 
boardrooms: 

 favouring 'hard' skills and knowledge, such as legal, 
finance and technology - focus on hard metrics 

 against 'soft' skills including the ability to manage working 
relationships - much less focus on the means of achieving 
the hard figures through people 

Soft skills of relationship management and creativity 
underpinned by emotional intelligence, include  

 the ability to empathise with others,  

 manage conflict,  

 cope with ambiguity and paradox 

 navigate a route through complex interpersonal and 
strategic scenarios 
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Mental toughness .. 

A concept increasingly in demand among organisations under 

pressure to survive, grow and succeed using psychological 

skills and tools to adapt in a positive way to organisational 

change,  

Is based on people’s capacity to harness the power of stress 

to improve personal and organisational resilience 

Has the potential to: 

 assist an individual to live a happy and fulfilled life  

 transform organisations towards being flexible, able to 

accept change with minimal disruption and being seen as 

a good place to work. 
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1.  

 

 

 

 

Organisational level - the ability to 
assimilate environmental information quickly 
and build empathy, trust and commitment in 
the organisation using effective 
communication.  

Personal level - building on a foundation of 
emotional competence, which includes self-
awareness, confidence to act decisively and 
self-belief based on a clear sense of 
identity, values and beliefs.  

With the challenge of changing working 
environments, pressure to deliver, 
restructuring and emphasis on delivery, the 
need for resilience has never been 
greater, whilst our ability to manage 
pressure seems to have reduced.  

 

 

What is resilience? 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=mountain+climbers&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=fQ2NyFlJ7PZEeM&tbnid=lLPV8zqvU4UpaM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dreaminvertical.com%2F2009%2F09%2Fsummer-catchup-pine-mountain-pulldown-and-mt-woodson%2F&ei=4BYiUfTbKoSohAfYhoGIDA&bvm=bv.42553238,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNGRTzXDpGNG8289f0fgHHFePQDrNg&ust=1361274703506193
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Score yourself on mental toughness 

A high IQ and a good education are important ingredients 

in a successful life. These attributes gain entry into 'the 

game' but they alone are not sufficient in themselves to 
guarantee success.  
 

The ability to manage adversity, stay motivated and 

focused under pressure is a hallmark of very successful 

people.  
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Score yourself on mental toughness 

Do you respond to new challenges 

with confidence and flexibility? 

Are you clear about what matters to 

you in life and what you want to 

achieve? 

Are you good at keeping in touch 

with friends even when the 

pressure is really on at work, and 

reaching out when you need their 

support? 
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True Grit 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=True+Grit&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=IZzB6QUbuy9fQM&tbnid=8sPH43cQNgJ1MM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmisternizz.wordpress.com%2F2011%2F04%2F12%2Ftrue-grit-the-book%2F&ei=A9osUff7DY-HhQfLrIGADA&bvm=bv.42965579,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNH_uOkk6ayta6_jlOtbPgi_l9-XLw&ust=1361980195984002
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How do you 
respond to change? 

Change? 

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?q=folded+arms&start=572&hl=en&tbo=d&biw=1024&bih=539&tbm=isch&tbnid=rVJDYtdz9GvMKM:&imgrefurl=http://davidkhardmanphotography.blogspot.com/2011_08_01_archive.html&docid=6iDub9Ojh6VRSM&imgurl=http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-lnyCf4ipI7M/TkWDhlUilUI/AAAAAAAANt4/_SpZNBo9vE0/s1600/%25252522Screen%252Bwith%252Bfolded%252Barms%25252522%252Bby%252BKenneth%252BArmitage%252B%252525281%25252529.jpg&w=800&h=533&ei=IiwYUdfCJ4nBhAfX_ID4Bw&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:79,s:500,i:241&iact=rc&dur=1082&sig=111133871110544264777&page=31&tbnh=182&tbnw=261&ndsp=17&tx=161&ty=92
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“Any change , even for the better is 
accompanied by drawbacks and discomfort” 

     Arnold Bennett 

Change 

Role Self 

Context 

Budget cuts, targets, increasing 
competition, maintaining 

standards 

Support, demands, 
conflicting expectations, 
“what do others do?” 

My identity, strengths, 
things to improve, 

fears, potential, values, 
beliefs, motives, traits, 
“how safe do I feel?” 

Tensions 
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Boundin – Pixar films 

http://www.videohippy.com/video/21362 

What inspiration do you 
draw from this film? 

 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=boundin+pixar&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=D4DJPGHeMnuUGM&tbnid=vHgi1aDnVr9p9M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.skwigly.co.uk%2Fbud-luckey-from-pixar-animation-studios-in-london%2F&ei=KhoiUY3ZHoK0hAfa4oGoDQ&bvm=bv.42553238,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNGO92Fk2VUUMGJjsMPp5p1SbvztNw&ust=1361275803931271
http://www.videohippy.com/video/21362
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The Change Iceberg 

Enabling 

Visible Above 
the line 

Below 
the line Strategy 

Leadership 

Behaviour and engagement 

Alignment 

Process 
Management 

Technology, Tools & 
Techniques 
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Understanding the Mental Toughness 
of key people in organisations 

Allows better diagnosis of what is happening – enabling 

interventions to be better focused 

The ability to measure change and know it is related to 
performance 

It helps individuals to become more personally responsible, 
thereby fostering accountability for actions 

Engaging with the development process that supports mental 
toughness will allow organisations to make more informed 
choices about where individuals can add greatest value 
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The MTQ48 questionnaire Clough et al (2002) 

Focuses on four components all of which have implications for 
individuals and teams at all levels in the organisation. 

The extent to which we feel in ‘Control’ of our lives and 
emotions (high scorers believe they control their destiny while 
low scorers believe destiny controls them) 

How we respond to ‘Challenge’ or unplanned change (high 
scorers see a test as a chance to shine while low scorers fear an 
opportunity to fail) 

The extent to which we ‘Commit’ to demanding goals and 
targets (high scorers stick at things, low scorers walk away) 

Our ‘Confidence’ in our abilities and in our dealing with others 
(high scorers have high levels of belief in their abilities, low 
scorers don’t) 
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Control 
The extent you believe in yourself and are in control of your life 

 

            Self Efficacy                 Emotional Control 

Low High 

Horoscopes Believe can  make 

a difference 

1 task at a time Can multi task 

Blame others when 

fail 

Work hard clear 

blockages 

Cup ½ empty  Cup ½ full 

Can be hard to 

work for 

Low  High 

Reveal emotional 

state 

“Manage” 

emotional responses 

Don’t handle 

criticism well  

Hard to provoke/ 

annoy 

Feel things happen 

to them  

Deal well with 

difficult people 

Get down when 

things go wrong  

Mask anxiety 

maintain poise 

Can “lose” it if get 

annoyed 

Deal well with                               

bullying 

Can be difficult to 

read 
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Challenge 

The extent you seek out opportunities and face challenges  - 
adaptability        

Low challenge 

Hate challenge/change 

Don’t like surprises/shocks 

Don’t like new places/ bosses 

Risk averse 

Respond poorly to competitive types 

 

High challenge 

Easily bored/ seek change 

Like problem solving 

Work hard and smart 

Risk orientated  

Readily volunteer 

Can be motivated by change for 
the sake of change 
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Commitment 

 The extent you keep your promises to yourself and others -  
stickability 

Low commitment 

Avoid setting goals/targets 

Give up easily 

Find reasons to quit 

Excuses 

Easily distracted 

High commitment 

Translate goals into pictures of 
success 

Set targets 

Work hard – go for it 

Excited by measures 

Can be hard taskmaster and 
might over manage others 
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Confidence 
The extent of confidence in your own abilities and dealing with others 

 
   Confidence in own abilities                    Interpersonal confidence 

Low High 

Not confident in own 

ability / knowledge 

Don’t need 

encouragement 

Inner belief missing Believe are right 

(even if wrong) 

Unsure if have 

grasped a subject 

Don’t need external 

validation 

Feel are missing 

something 

Low  High 

Back down quickly 

when challenged 

Argue corner if 

believe are right 

Allow others to 

dominate debates 

– even when more 

knowledgeable 

Get own way, won’t 

allow others to 

dominate debates  

 Struggle to deal 

with assertive 

people 

Have a go at 

entering a 

conversation 

Back down even if 

right 

Often provide a full 

response 
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Born “tough” or a learned skill? 

Hardiness has typically been constructed as a personality trait 
which you are born with and which is generally seen as stable 
throughout the lifetime  

But research shows that mental toughness can vary over time, 
it is unstable, fluctuates over time, and can vary between 
different scenarios    

Sports science studies show toughness is built through 
developing a strong focus and self belief in training 

Coaches and significant adults play an important role in 
developing mental toughness  

Whilst clearly embracing the importance of genetics, Clough 
clearly acknowledges that mental toughness can be developed  
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Building Toughness 

psychologists define resilience as a positive process of coping 
with stress and adversity, as opposed to a collection of 
psychological attributes or personality traits  

"process" praise involves acknowledging engagement, 

perseverance and the strategies being used in approaching 

difficult situations and improvement. It tells the person what 

they've done to be successful and what they need to do to be 

successful again in the future 

       growth mindset         vs            fixed mindset 

 

 

 

 

"I am developing the skills 

and attitudes because I've 

worked hard" 

"I'm a bright guy and that's 

why I am able to do so well." 

The right kind of praise can motivate. The wrong kind can create 
self-defeating behaviour 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzgzim5m7oU 
 

 

The Power of Language 

http://blackfilmcenterarchive.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/power-of-language1.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzgzim5m7oU
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Risks .. 

A high level of resilience can also result in a high level of 

desensitization – joyless depletion  - loss of empathy 

Avoid fully experiencing hardship and learning from it 

Focusing on developing resilience can insulate people from 

profound transformational learning 

Emphasis on persevering, persisting and soldiering on – its 

madness to continue to do the same thing and expect a different 

outcome 

Concentrating on goals of future desired state  

 may draw attention away from what an individual needs 

 can detract from present moment awareness  mindfulness 
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Emotional Intelligence 

Daniel Goleman 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=emotional+intelligence+daniel+goleman&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=CRynESbD6_NiPM&tbnid=33c-7fG0klCDfM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.psychometric-success.com%2Femotional-intelligence%2Femotional-intelligence-in-business.htm&ei=5C8YUZvdAseb0QWC9YHgBw&bvm=bv.42080656,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNHh2B9jU8fx6JBS5tPipxntMXzYlg&ust=1360626014749695
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What makes a good leader? 

Doing 

Knowledge 
to lead 
effectively 

Self knowledge – 

Sense of purpose 
Compass 

Knowledge 
of impact of 
actions 
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7 things Successful Leaders do best 
      Paula Davis-Laack  

  They put relationships first 

  They know that meaning matters 

  They use humour 

  They lead and live with their strengths 

  They manage pessimistic thinking 

  They make their own luck 

  They manage their energy 
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1.  

 

 

 

 

 "Be truthful, gentle and fearless."  

Gandhi 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=emotionally+intelligent+leadership&source=images&cd=&docid=HaJQi2vc2Bf_4M&tbnid=bgK-3wgTY9q6FM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cognizance.org.uk%2Fleadership-development.php&ei=mC0iUZPYLISyhAe7wIGgDw&bvm=bv.42553238,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNGBkSrVZGyGOI-LbcwV21fK6akP1w&ust=1361280443424887
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How does Mental Toughness Link to 
Emotional Intelligence? 

Emotional 
intelligence 

Mental 
Toughness 

High 

High 
Low 
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Experiential Interventions 

 Positive thinking 

 Visualisation 

 Anxiety Control 

 Goal setting 

 Attentional control 

 Bio feedback 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=bop+it&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=vP_veK8QBTr4rM&tbnid=49ZOttdelHrvRM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fit.appszoom.com%2Fandroid_games%2Fcasual%2Fbop-it-dude_jltn.html&ei=wMUsUcCBAcazhAfIxYHoAg&bvm=bv.42965579,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNGK-Jv_UomTvFvx9pQj3m7X3FSE-w&ust=1361975047397476
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1.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YtAOgonukY 

Practical work 

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?q=mental+distraction&start=201&hl=en&tbo=d&biw=1024&bih=539&noj=1&tbm=isch&tbnid=r1_reqqp0lU92M:&imgrefurl=http://seaofestrogen.wordpress.com/2011/04/18/driven-to-distraction/&docid=t5VZiXUoKY2zuM&imgurl=http://seaofestrogen.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/distraction2-660x412.jpg&w=1500&h=1200&ei=bi8iUbjXK467hAfun4GoDw&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:3,s:200,i:13&iact=rc&dur=800&sig=111133871110544264777&page=16&tbnh=180&tbnw=251&ndsp=14&tx=63&ty=56
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YtAOgonukY
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breathing 

meditation 

basic breathing 

http://images.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=relaxation&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=FjRvHmVe1Z_I6M&tbnid=I2zZ47vuT5EP8M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.holistichealingny.com%2Frelaxation-training-nyc%2F&ei=fe4sUcvgJY-HhQfLrIGADA&bvm=bv.42965579,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNEtXehK8vMjYlzzkIpNpBozVQv1Qw&ust=1361985520112738
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbX2yrWy4Kbreathing
http://www.mindmovies.com/inspirationshow/archive.php?episode=16
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ZRmhkaAlV08
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Summary and group discussion 
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Contact me 

 sunley.judith@btinternet.com 

 www.JudithSunleyCoaching.com 

 www.JudithSunleyCoaching.wordpress.com 

 07791 791 898 

mailto:sunley.judith@btinternet.com
http://www.judithsunleycoaching.com/
http://www.judithsunleycoaching.wordpress.com/

